Art and Design

English
Character
tions

Milestone Indicator

descrip-

Historical story
Recount/diary entry

Mathematics

Activities

Over print using different colours

Propaganda poster.

Look carefully at the
methods they use and
make decisions about
the effectiveness of
their printing

Creative Curriculum
Year 6 Autumn 1

Milestone Indica-

Wk2—Add/
subtract

Combine pattern, tone
and shape

Wk3—Multiply/
divide

Explain what their
own style is

Select, use and
combine variety
of software
(including internet services) on
a range of digital devices to
accomplish and
given goals ,
including collecting, analyzing, evaluating
and presenting
data and infor-

Wk4—Length/
weight/ capacity/
temperature

Science
Animals including
humans

RE
Milestone IndicaWhat happens when
we die?

Activities

Role Play Area
Air raid shelter

Summarise how Britain
has had a major influence on world history.

Activities

Present a film
Create a multimedia presentation

Anderson Shelter collage
Maths—rationing problems
English—descriptive writing

Make a propaganda
poster.
Construct a timeline
showing significant
details/events.

Develop flexibility, strength, technique,
control and balance, for example
through gymnastics and athletics.
Compare their performances with previous ones to achieve their personal
best.

Milestone Indicator

Activities

Improvise and compose music
using the inter-related dimensions of music separately and
in combination.

Create our own nation

Sing a harmony part confidently and accurately
Perform parts from memory
Perform using notations
Take lead in a performance/
solo part

Rosh Hashanah
International
day of peace

Understand the changing map of Europe.

PE

Music

Display ideas

SMSC

Activities

Trace main events that Examine in detail the
define Britain's jourvarious transport and
ney from a mono to a
machinery of the time
multi-cultural society.
and evaluate its effectiveness.

E Safety - To understand the importance of online
safety

Discussed what the
beliefs do people
have when we die

Drama
Hot Seating
Thought tunnel
Soundscape
Role on the wall
Thought Packing

Summarise the main
events from a specific
period in history, explaining the order in
which key evens happened

Computing

Justify the materials
they have chosen

Wk6 and 7—
Fractions

Milestone Indicator

Blitz skyline.

Wk1—Number and
place value

Wk5—properties
of shape

History

PSHE

New beginnings , rules /
right and
wrong

Languages
Flanders
Field

anthem
To recognise some
WW2 songs and consider the importance
of music during the
war.

Educational Visits
Churnet Valley Railway

